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Rhatigan

Who KnewOur PastCould Be ThisMuch Fun!

A is for America, country of fantastic firsts—the first to fly, the 
first to put men on the moon, and the first to mix peanut butter 
and chocolate. What could be better? Just pick up a pencil, and 
find out all about the USA with these super-fun, all-American 
activities.

• Design your own American flag.
•  Dress up some Yankee Doodle Dandies in the craziest 

clothes you can imagine!
• Find wild and wacky 18th-century names in a word search.
•  Create some funny money: Who would YOU want on our 

dollar bill?
•  Want to become president? Then come up with a 

campaign! It’s yours to win . . . 

Plus, there are games, puzzles, and fun facts throughout!

The Totally Hilarious All About America Activity Book
all you need to explore america is  .  .  .  a pencil!
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ALL ABOUT YOU
Imagine you are a country.

Full name:

Nicknames:

Year of birth:

Birthday:

National anthem:

National animal:

National flower:

National tree:

List other national symbols you would have:

Design the flag for your country:
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DON’T THINK TWICE: 
FOUNDING FATHERS EDITION

Answer the questions below as quickly as possible without 
putting too much thought into them. Time yourself and see 
how many you get right. Don’t write in the book if you want 

to play with friends. Answers on page 134.

Scoring: Divide the number of seconds it took you to take the quiz 
by the number of questions you got correct. The lower your score, the 
better. For example, if it took you twenty seconds to get nine questions 
correctly answered, your score would be 2.2. If it took you twenty-five 
seconds to get all ten questions right, your score would be 2.5. So, in 
this case, speed was better than accuracy!

Hint: If you don’t know an answer, skip it! Remember, the object of 
this quiz is not only to get as many correct answers as possible, but 
also to do it in as little time as possible.

1–3: Awesome!
4–6: Smarty-pants
7 & up: Not bad!

Fill in the blanks:

1. __________ Washington was our first president.

2. John __________ was our second president.

3. Thomas __________was our third president.
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DESIGN THE FLAG
The US flag has thirteen stripes, one for each of the 

thirteen British colonies that declared independence from 
Great Britain. It also has a grouping of fifty stars, one for 

each state in the Union. What would our flag look like if we 
had a different number of colonies and states?

10 original colonies and 40 states
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STATES OF CONFUSION

Can you identify each of these US states by its outline? Hint: 
Not all of them are right-side up! Answers on page 134.

1.

2.

3.

4.

h

S
x

M
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YANKEE DOODLES

Famous people are sometimes known for a famous attribute 
or article of clothing. These are often made fun of or 
exaggerated in images of those people. Draw your own 
exaggerated items for the famous Americans below!

How tall is President Abraham Lincoln’s hat?
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